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Mobile virtual reality (VR) headsets (e.g., Google Cardboard and Samsung Gear VR) seek to o�er “anytime,
anywhere” panorama, immerse 3D experiences for users. In this work, we study the viability of supporting
mobile VR over operational 4G LTE networks, where the device provides pose information to the edge servers
to o�oad graphical processing. We �nd that, contrary to common perceptions, wireless bandwidth is not the
latency bottleneck for medium-quality VR. Instead, the signaling operations, which facilitate wireless data
delivery, constitute a bulk portion of the latency. We report �ndings that challenge �ve common beliefs on VR
network latency in LTE under both static and mobile scenarios, and quantify their impact. We design LTE-VR,
a client-side solution to medium-quality VR over LTE. LTE-VR leverages cross-layer design and rich side
channel information to reduce various latency sources in the signaling operations. Our prototype evaluation
has con�rmed its viability in 4G LTE. We discuss its applicability to the upcoming 5G.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we have witnessed a boom in virtual reality (VR). 21 million wearable VR headsets
are projected to be shipped in 2017, resulting in $4.9 billion revenue [66]; Google Cardboard alone
has seen 160 million VR app downloads until February 2017 [21]. Among all the options, the mobile
VR empowered by phones (e.g., Google Cardboard [29] and DayDream [30], Samsung Gear VR [62])
is most popular, contributing 98% of the sales [20]. Despite at early stage, it appeals to the general
public with low cost (⇠$100) and excellent convenience (no wiring).
Mobile VR aims to o�er users ubiquitous and high-�delity experiences. If achieved, users can
access VR “anytime, anywhere”, regardless of whether they roam (e.g., in cars or on train) or remain
static in indoor/outdoor settings. They also receive smooth, high-resolution panorama views (e.g.,
60 frames per second and 1080p resolution) throughout the VR experience. It thus demands
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Fig. 1. Mobile VR over 4G (left); LTE protocol stack (right).
high bandwidth and stringent end-to-end latency in order to synchronize the graphical displays
with the user motions.
A promising approach to enabling ubiquitous mobile VR is the edge-based scheme over 4G LTE
networks [47, 56, 58]. As shown in Figure 1, the VR headset (smartphone) reports sensory user
motions to edge servers wirelessly through the LTE network. The edge servers accept user input
and deliver the requested graphics. They thus o�oad computation-intensive processing tasks from
the battery-powered user devices. Ubiquitous access is provided by the LTE network, the only
large-scale wireless infrastructure o�ering universal coverage and seamless mobility1 .
In this work, we examine several common perceptions, and study medium-quality mobile VR (say,
60 frames per second and 1080p resolution) over operational LTE networks. We show that, contrary
to common understandings, bandwidth tends to be not the main bottleneck for medium-quality
VR. Instead, network latency poses the biggest obstacle for the mobile VR support. Interestingly,
a bulk portion of network latency does not stem from wireless data transfer, but comes from
the signaling operations used by LTE to facilitate the wireless data delivery. These operations
exhibit two categories of latency de�ciency: (1) Inter-protocol incoordination, in which problematic
interplays between protocols unnecessarily incur delays; (2) Single-protocol overhead, in which
each protocol’s signaling actions unavoidably incur delays. Along both dimensions, our analysis,
together with 8-month empirical studies over 4 US mobile carriers, looks into �ve common beliefs
on LTE network latency under both static and mobile scenarios (§3) and shows that they are wrong.
In fact, they pose as roadblocks to enable mobile VR. Our three �ndings are centered on three
existing mechanisms for data-plane signaling, which are all well known in the literature [5, 7, 42].
However, their de�ciencies have not been studied from the latency perspective, particularly for
delay-sensitive mobile VR applications (§5.1, §6.1, §6.2). We further describe a new �nding that
incurs long latency but has not been reported in the literature (§5.2). Moreover, we quantify the
impact of each �nding under VR tra�c.
We devise LTE-VR, a device-side solution to mobile VR without changing device hardware or LTE
infrastructure. LTE-VR adapts the involved signaling operations to be latency friendly, while being
4G standard compliant. In a nutshell, LTE-VR both reactively mitigates the unnecessary latency
sources among protocols and proactively masks unavoidable latency inside each protocol. It exploits
two ideas. First, it applies cross-layer design to both ensure fast loss detection and recovery and
minimize VR duplicates during handover. Second, LTE-VR leverages rich side-channel information,
which is only available at the device, to reduce the VR-perceived latency.
We have prototyped LTE-VR in a testbed with USRP and OpenAirInterface [52]. Our evaluation
shows that, LTE-VR reduces the frequency of graphical frames that miss the human’s tolerance by
3.7⇥ on average. It meets the user’s delay tolerance with 95% probability. It also achieves latency
1 In

contrast, WiFi o�ers small coverage and limited mobility support.
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reduction comparable to 10⇥ wireless bandwidth expansion. Furthermore, LTE-VR incurs marginal
signaling overhead (5% more messages) and extra resource consumption (0.1% more bandwidth
and 2.3% more radio grants).
We further note that our �ndings would probably carry over to the upcoming 5G system, since
its working groups [9] are discussing to reuse the data signaling designs from 4G (§11).
2

SUPPORTING MOBILE VR IN 4G LTE

We consider the following usage scenario. Alice is attending her friend’s commencement on a
university campus. She is wearing her VR headset for the live commencement event and the realtime
in-situ campus tour, as she sits through the ceremony, or walks around for a quick campus tour.
After the commencement, she plays VR games or accesses VR social networks (e.g., Facebook
Spaces [25]) as she sits on the passenger’s side. She thus gains ubiquitous VR experiences.
The high-�delity, ubiquitous VR experience can be o�ered through the edge-based, mobile VR
system (Figure 1). It has three components: the mobile VR headset worn by the user, the edge
server, and the LTE network. The headset uses the smartphone as the self-contained sensor and
display. It tracks the runtime user pose via built-in sensors and reports it to the edge server. The
edge processes graphical tasks given the user motion, and streams frames back to the headset for
display. This involves the communication between the headset and the edge via 4G LTE.
High-�delity VR experience. To ensure medium quality playback, the VR graphics should
be rendered at 60 frames per second (FPS) and with 1080p resolution. However, the mobile
VR headset has limited graphical capability and battery. The computationally heavy processing
tasks are thus o�oaded to the edge servers. The edge servers then quickly process and stream the
frames based on realtime user motions.
We de�ne the end-to-end VR latency T as the elapsed time from the user pose change to the
corresponding frame display. Studies have shown that, human’s tolerance of T is approximately
50 ms [14, 16, 18]. In our context, it includes network transfer latency and client/network processing latency. In practice, server-side processing usually takes ⇠5 ms/frame [17]. Client-side frame
decoding and rendering can take 6-12 ms [63] and ⇠10 ms [26, 27], respectively. So the overall
network latency should not exceed ⇠25 ms.
Ubiquitous VR experience via LTE. To gain “anywhere, anytime” VR experience and o�oad
the computation to the edge, the mobile VR headset needs wide-area wireless network access.
To date, the only large-scale wireless infrastructure that o�ers universal coverage is the 4G LTE
network. In a nutshell, LTE consists of the radio access network and the core network. The radio
access network consists of base stations covering geographical areas, and provides wireless access
to the mobile devices. The core network connects the radio access network to the edge and wired
Internet. To access the network, the VR headset (phone) connects to a base station in its coverage
area (called a cell). As the headset moves, the LTE network retains its seamless data service by
migrating it to the neighboring base station. This procedure is called handover.
To facilitate data transfer and mobility support, the LTE runs a number of data signaling operations between the VR headset (phone) and the base station (Figure 1). Speci�cally, the physical
layer enables wireless communications, the link layer o�ers reliable, in-order data transfer over the
radio link, and radio resource control (RRC) de�nes the handover function.
3 LATENCY OF MOBILE VR OVER 4G LTE
We study network latency for edge-based mobile VR over LTE networks, and focus on mediumquality mobile VR (60FPS and 1080p resolution). We seek to understand three issues:
(Q1) Does 4G LTE have the potential to enable such a mobile VR?
Proc. ACM Meas. Anal. Comput. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 8. Publication date: March 2018.
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Fig. 2. Example of mobile VR’s network latency under good LTE signals (-90dBm).
Category
Wireless bandwidth
Inter-protocol incoordination
Single-protocol overhead

Scenario
Misunderstanding
Static/Mobile
M1
Static
M2
Mobile
M3
Static
M4
Mobile
M5

Problem
P1: Su�cient bandwidth for medium-quality VR
P2: Delayed error recovery with two-tier retransmissions
P3: Head-of-line blocking by duplicates
P4: Latency-unfriendly control channel designs
P5: Long disruptions in hard handover

Table 1. Overview of latency components in LTE’s signaling protocols.

Section
§4
§5.1
§5.2
§6.1
§6.2

(Q2) What are the roadblocks that impede mobile VR over LTE?
(Q3) What are the possible solutions to the discovered roadblocks?
Our work starts with the observation that the operational LTE network exhibits signs to meet
the latency requirements by medium-quality VR. Figure 2 plots the trace of network latency for VR
in a walking test with good radio coverage (⇠-90dBm). On the one hand, the legacy LTE indeed
meets the human’s latency tolerance (25 ms in §2) in many cases: 83% of VR frames arrive within
the latency threshold. On the other hand, users still regularly perceive large VR frame delays. On
average, one out of every 5.88 consecutive frames exceeds the human tolerance. For comparison, our
solution reduces this frequency to one out of every 21.74 consecutive frames (in §9), approaching
the Oracle LTE, which assumes global knowledge on LTE (further described in §9).
Five common misunderstandings on VR latency in LTE To better understand various
latency causes and solutions, we examine �ve intuitively held beliefs for VR over operational LTEs:
M1: Wireless bandwidth is the bottleneck for the VR’s network latency. Transmission time thus
dominates the overall delay.
M2: When being transmitted wirelessly, the delivered VR data may be corrupted. 4G LTE can
quickly recover the data.
M3: As the VR user moves, the device may reconnect to a new base station via handover. The
device will immediately receive new data from the new base station thereafter.
M4: The user motion tracked by the VR sensors will be quickly sent out to the edge server for
processing.
M5: When the device hands over to a new base station, 4G LTE will ensure unnoticeable latency.
Roadmap for the �ndings Surprisingly, our study shows that none of the above common
beliefs holds. Wireless bandwidth is not the latency bottleneck for the medium-quality VR, thus
invalidating M1. The wireless VR data transfer time only contributes to a small part of the overall
network latency on average.
Instead, the LTE’s signaling operations constitute a bulk portion of network latency. Such signaling
functions intend to facilitate wireless data transfer (e.g., MAC and LINK protocols) and device
mobility (handover). However, they incur long latency under various scenarios. Table 1 summarizes
the identi�ed issues. They arise regardless of signal strengths, time of experiments, phone models,
VR applications, or competing tra�c. They exhibit under both stationary and mobile scenarios,
and can be divided into two classes:
1. Inter-Protocol Incoordination
Signaling protocols are expected to work together for proper
data delivery. However, their interplays can be problematic and slow. These latencies turn out to
be unnecessary, and could be avoided without changing the LTE design.
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• Stationary scenario: Prolonged error recovery (§5.1). During wireless transfer, LTE fails to
quickly detect the corrupted VR data, and incurs long latency for recovery (M2). It is caused by
the interplay between medium access control (MAC) and radio link control (RLC): The MAC’s
1-bit stateless, unreliable feedback may not detect errors at the �rst place. Detection thus proceeds
to higher-layer RLC and triggers slow recovery. The failure in error detection due to two-tier
retransmissions is reported before. However, its latency e�ect has never been studied and quanti�ed.
• Mobile scenario: Head-of-line blocking by duplicates (§5.2). Upon roaming, the headset
is expected to immediately receive the latest VR data after handover (M3). Unfortunately, our
study invalidates this premise. The headset receives data duplicates after handover, which preempt
new data delivery. This is caused by the interplay between RLC and handover (RRC), where RLC
is handover unfriendly. This is a new �nding, and we will show why this head-of-line blocking
happens and quantify its impact.
2. Single-Protocol De�ciency
Extra latency also stems from a single protocol on signaling operations.
• Stationary scenario: Latency-unfriendly control channel (§6.1). A new uplink VR packet
is expected to be delivered immediately (M4). However, the LTE control channel design may block
the delivery and incur more queueing delay. We study how this default LTE uplink design adds
unnecessary latency to VR.
• Mobile scenario: Long disruptions due to hard handover (§6.2). Handover is expected to be
seamless upon roaming (M5). In practice, however, LTE incurs long disruption ( 20 ms by design).
This is due to hard handover, which �rst disconnects from the old base station and then connects
to the new one. This disruption is standardized, and we look into how this a�ects VR.
Methodology
We �rst analyze the standards [4, 5, 10], and derive the latency equations for
protocols. We then quantify them with experiments in operational LTE networks. We conduct an
8-month empirical study (12/2016-07/2017) over four U.S. carriers (Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, and
Sprint). We use three popular mobile VR headsets: Samsung Gear VR (with Galaxy Edge 7), Google
Cardboard and Daydream (both with Google Pixel and Huawei Nexus 6P). We use VRidge [60]
(on DayDream/Cardboard) and StreamTheater [32] (on Gear VR) as representative VR apps with
1080p, 60FPS game streaming. They have 1M downloads in total on Google Store (until October
2017). To run experiments on more phone models, we also devise a VR tra�c emulator based on
real VR apps. The workload traces were obtained from VR headsets with both real VR tra�c and
the emulated tra�c. While some experiments use the emulated tra�c, our results show that their
patterns are similar to the actual VR patterns. We have not observed biases so far. More details on
the VR tra�c collection are in Appendix A.1, where we also discuss how the signal strength a�ects
our �ndings. For the edge server, we use a Dell XPS desktop with Nvidia GeForce GTX 745 GPU
and Nvidia SHEILD [51] software. Our scheme emulates edge processing that is being deployed at
edge servers (e.g., Nvidia partners with LTE vendors to deploy GRID edge services [31]).
We collect three types of traces to quantify network latency: (i) the LTE network signaling
traces with MobileInsight [44]; (ii) the phone-perceived signal strength with Android’s built-in
CellSignalStrengthLte [36]; and (iii) the TCP/IP traces on clients and servers with tcpdump. We
follow the LTE standards [4, 5, 10], break down the network latency into several parts, and identify
each part. We have collected 3,165,000 LTE signaling messages in static, walking (⇠0.5m/s), and
driving (⇠30mph) scenarios with varying radio qualities (-120⇠-80dBm). Our traces are collected
on both weekdays and weekends, mainly during 7AM to 1AM. We include a detailed description
on the dataset and show that the �ndings are not a�ected by phone model or time of experiment in
Appendix A.2, and elaborate on how to calculate latency in Appendix A.3. We also validate some
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VR App
VRidge
StreamTheater

Game

UL Pkt In- UL Pkt UL Through- DL Through- DL Frame
terval (ms) Size (KB)
put (Mbps)
put (Mbps)
Size (KB)
Airborne
14.4 ± 1.9
0.142
0.079
5.2
10.8
Sleep Tight
14.5 ± 2.2
0.142
0.078
4.1
17.1
Stacks 2.0
14.5 ± 2.0
0.142
0.078
9.2
19.2
Portal 2
17.7 ± 4.1
0.086
0.039
9.0
18.8
CS GO
17.7 ± 4.2
0.086
0.039
9.1
19.0
Civilization 18.3 ± 4.9
0.086
0.038
8.8
18.3
Table 2. Statistics of tra�c patterns for 6 mobile VR apps.

�ndings using traces from MobileInsight’s open database [48], which includes 67,285,000 cellular
messages collected over two years.
4

IS BANDWIDTH THE BOTTLENECK?

We �rst discover that, simply expanding wireless bandwidth and improving radio signal strength
may not su�ce to meet the network latency requirement of VR (M1).
4.1

Network Tra�ic in Mobile VR

The network tra�c from mobile VR is regulated by the VR headset and its control loop (§2),
which are independent of network operators and radio signal strength. To characterize the tra�c,
we conduct experiments by running multiple mobile VR games (6 games with VRidge [60] and
StreamTheater [32]). Figures 3 plots representative traces2 , and Table 2 shows the statistics.
We make three observations. First, the uplink VR tra�c is small and periodic. The packets are
small, since they usually only carry the user motion control event. Figure 3a shows that, the average
device-side uplink packet arrival rate is only 38.8 Kbps. They are also periodic, because the built-in
sensors at phones have constant sampling rate [22], regardless of the network technology. Second,
the downlink tra�c is modest for medium-quality mobile VR (60FPS, 1080p). Typical VR apps
encode their downlink streaming data as video frames (e.g., H.264 in popular VR apps [32, 55, 60]),
whose delivery is well supported by 4G LTE. Third, non-VR background tra�c is negligible.
When running the mobile VR app, other apps are suspended by the mobile OS, thus unlikely
to send/receive signi�cant network tra�c. For example, our 1-hour experiment shows that, the
background tra�c accounts for 1.3% of total uplink tra�c (2,051 out of 156,277 packets), and 0.04%
of total downlink tra�c (1,316 out of 3,038,965 packets).
4.2

Enough Bandwidth for Medium-�ality VR

In practice, we �nd that the operational 4G base stations usually allocate more uplink radio resource
than what medium-quality VR needs. Figure 3a shows one representative trace. The grants allocated
by the base station are 103.8 Kbps on average, which is more than the average uplink packet arrival
rate (38.8 Kbps). Similarly, the LTE downlink bandwidth is also su�cient for medium-quality VR.
As shown in Figure 3b, the VR (60FPS, 1080p) requires 9.0 Mbps downlink rate on average. This is
1.9⇥ smaller than the LTE downlink bandwidth (17.4 Mbps until November 2016 [53]).
4.3

Is Bandwidth the Latency Bo�leneck?

Wireless bandwidth is thus not the latency bottleneck for mobile VR. Table 3 shows the statistics of
uplink/downlink data transmission time under good radio signal strength (-90dBm). For downlink,
it takes 7.7 ms, 9.9 ms, 15.2 ms, 13.1 ms on average for AT&T, T-Mobile, Sprint and Verizon,
2 This is a static case with radio signal strength around -95 dBm. We play VR game Portal 2 in StreamTheater, using Samsung

S7 Edge for an Oculus Gear VR headset.
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Fig. 3. Operational LTE networks o�er su�cient bandwidth for medium-quality VR.
Network Uplink Downlink
Operator
(ms)
(ms)
AT&T
0.1
7.7
T-Mobile
0.4
9.9
Verizon
0.1
13.1
Sprint
0.1
15.2
All
0.2
11.5
Table 3. Average data transmission time under -90dBm.
respectively, to transmit a video frame to the device. For uplink, all tested operators’ uplink data
transmission time contributes no more than 1 ms of network latency. Of course, for mobile VR with
higher qualities (e.g. 4K 360 video), more wireless bandwidth is necessary to reduce the transmission
time. The re�ned LTE technology (e.g., carrier aggregation [8]) can o�er more bandwidth to meet
this requirement. However, simply increasing wireless bandwidth still does not su�ce to meet the
latency requirement.
The above experiments are conducted under good radio signals (-90dBm). The results still hold if
the radio signal strength varies (between -70dBm and -110dBm, see Appendix A.2). As the signal
strength further degrades (-110dBm), transmission time may dominate the mobile VR’s network
latency. This situation could be signi�cantly reduced with the emerging small-cell deployment.
5

INTER-PROTOCOL INCOORDINATION

We now study the de�ciency from improper protocol interplays.
5.1

Prolonged Error Recovery

Di�erent from M2, we discover that VR su�ers from long error recovery delay. Figure 4a3 shows
the statistics from 4 operators. The average (maximum) recovery delays are 88.5 ms (215 ms),
89.7 ms (193 ms), 65.4 ms (316 ms) and 77.3 ms (92 ms) in AT&T, T-Mobile, Sprint and Verizon,
respectively. Even with good radio quality (⇠-88 dBm), it still happens every 1.2s on average4 . Such
prolonged recovery is not caused by weak radio quality or network congestion. Instead, it is from
the problematic interplays between Medium Access Control (MAC) and Radio Link Control (RLC)
protocols.
Unreliable 1-bit error feedback at MAC. The LTE MAC detects data corruption via CRC, and
issues a negative acknowledgment (M-NACK) for retransmissions. Upon no errors, an acknowledgment (M-ACK) is sent to ask for the new data. The acknowledgement signaling uses 1-bit coding (0
3 The

error bar means the max and the min extra delay for each operator.
is quanti�ed by counting the events that the base station incorrectly recognizes a retransmission as a new data (using
new data indicator [10]), detailed in Appendix A.

4 It
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Fig. 5. LTE’s two-tier retransmissions.
for M-ACK, 1 for M-NACK), and is delivered over separate physical-layer control channels5 . These
channels encode M-ACK/M-NACK and other signals in a compact form (e.g., binary physical-layer
modulation or BPSK [10]) without redundant bits. The premise is that error feedback (M-NACK)
could be quickly sent for fast recovery (M2 in §3).
However, this design could delay error detection. The 1-bit M-NACK can be �ipped as M-ACK.
Without redundant bits over the control channel, base station cannot detect this �ip. The �ipped
bit will then be treated as M-ACK, and triggers the new packet delivery. MAC thus prolongs error
recovery. The LTE design does not use redundant bits to save wireless bandwidth. Moreover, it
assumes such �ips are infrequent (10 3 –10 4 according to [42]). However, mobile VR presents an
exception. The continuous downlink transfer ampli�es the chances of M-ACK/M-NACK �ips.
Delayed error recovery with two-tier retransmissions. Reliable, in-order data transfer is a
common application demand. In LTE, MAC performs fast error recovery, and RLC ensures in-order
delivery and further loss recovery. Both use retransmissions for error/loss recovery. Figure 5
exempli�es how they work. If a received VR packet is corrupted, its errors will be �rst detected
and recovered by MAC. In case the errors cannot be recovered, RLC will take the responsibility. It
treats this corrupted packet as a loss, and sends an RLC-layer NACK (R-NACK) for retransmissions.
R-NACK is less frequent and more expensive than M-NACK.
Figure 5 illustrates how the error is propagated from MAC to RLC and triggers timeouts and long
delay. For a corrupted VR downlink packet, a MAC-layer NACK is �rst sent. If this 1-bit M-NACK is
�ipped (1!0), the base station treats it as an M-ACK, and sends the next VR packet. Upon receiving
the new packet, the device side MAC treats it as a new transmission, pushes it to the RLC layer,
and thinks that the error is corrected. However, the corrupted packet is still missing at RLC. Note
that LTE requires RLC to retain in-order delivery. An out-of-order event is thus triggered, and a
retransmission timer Tr eor der is initiated (standardized in [8] and pre-con�gured). Upon timeout,
RLC sends R-NACK and eventually recovers the corrupted packet. To ensure in-order delivery,
5 In

LTE, they are called Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) and Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) [11],
respectively.
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RSS (dBm) [-60, -70) [-70, -80) [-80, -90) [-90, -100) [-100, -110)
Flip rate
0.0656% 0.0277% 0.0989% 0.5966%
0.9294%
Table 4. The radio signal strength’s impact on �ip rate.
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Fig. 6. Tr eor der con�guration statistics.
RLC suspends all followup packets. Both the corrupted packet and the followup packets will be
delayed by Tr eor der .
Latency analysis. For the corrupted packets and the later ones, their downlink delay is prolonged
by
TDL

r et r ans

TDL

= Tr eor der + TRLC
= TDL

t r ans

+ TDL

UL

+ TRLC

r et r ans

r et r ans

(1)
(2)

where TRLC U L is the elapsed time to send R-NACK, and TRLC r et r ans is the retransmission delay
for the corrupted packet.
Validation. We quantify the frequency of MAC NACK!ACK �ip in mobile VR. Figure 4b shows
that, for all the operators, the NACK!ACK �ip happens every 0.9 s on average. Table 4 shows the
relationship between radio signal strength and �ip rate. The �ip probability tends to increase as
the signal gets worse. However, such �ip still happens even under good radio quality. For example,
when the radio signal strength is -88 dBm, the �ip happens every 1.2 s under our VR tra�c.
We also �nd that, the prolonged error recovery delay is primarily determined by the timer
Tr eor der . Figure 6 summarizes the distributions of con�gured Tr eor der in reality. It shows that
Tr eor der varies between 35ms to 65ms. Note that, 4G has standardized the con�gurable values of
Tr eor der [4]. This explains why much longer delays are experienced on delayed error recovery.
Uplink two-tier retransmission.
Similar prolonged error recovery occurs for uplink transmissions, but it is rare and negligible. Our experiments show that, the RLC retransmission happens
every 716.5 seconds. The reason is that, the VR’s uplink tra�c is small (§4.1). Fewer uplink packets
will thus experience �ips.
Design insight 1: The MAC should not rely on 1-bit feedback only for error detection. Otherwise,
it would unduly propagate errors to the higher-layer RLC, thus incurring large recovery latency.
5.2

Head-of-Line (HOL) Blocking by Duplicates

M3 turns out to be also incorrect. After handover, the device receives duplicate packets that
it has received before the handover. This causes HOL blocking. Before the client receives all
duplicates, followup packets would be held for queueing. The duplicate delivery is common in
reality. Depending on operators, 61.2% 92.3% of handovers incur duplicate downlink packets
(Figure 76 ). Among the tested operators, this results in 30.0–44.7 ms HOL blocking latency on
average, and 300 ms at maximum.
6 Sprint

su�ers from similar issues. Its results are not included due to its implementation issue: It resets packet sequence
number after handover, so duplicates are not counted.
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Fig. 7. HOL blocking of duplicate packets after handover.
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Fig. 9. Duplicate packets.

Operator
AT&T Verizon T-Mobile Sprint
95% latency (ms)
3
2
2
5
Average latency (ms)
0.841
0.794
0.718
1.210
Maximum latency (ms)
11
5
24
18
Table 5. Latency of uplink head-of-blocking
This delay is caused by the problematic interplay between Radio Resource Control (RRC) and
RLC. RRC handles the handover signaling and sets up forwarding tunnels (illustrated in Figure 8;
details are in in Appendix B). However, RLC is handover unfriendly.
HOL blocking at downlink. RLC incurs duplicate packets and HOL blocking at downlink
(exempli�ed in Figure 9). Before the handover, the device has successfully received some downlink
packets from the old base station. However, it does not immediately respond with their acknowledgements (R-ACKs). The old base station thus tunnels these unacknowledged packets to the new
base station. After the handover, the new base station retransmits the duplicates, although they
have been received by the device. This incurs HOL blocking and prolongs the latency for new
packets.
The client-side RLC has valid reasons not to acknowledge data immediately. The R-ACKs contribute to LTE signaling overhead. To mitigate it, RLC reduces the R-ACKs using timers (e.g.,
Tr eor der in §5.1) and polling (by the base station). Both mechanisms work well in the static case,
without extra latency. For device mobility, however, they delay the acknowledgements and incur
duplicates. As we will show in §7, with more client involvements, it is feasible to mitigate the HOL
blocking with small signaling overhead.
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Fig. 11. Uplink latency breakdown in U.S. LTE operators.
Latency analysis. We next derive the HOL blocking delay in handover. We �rst count the
duplicate packets as
tas nc ⇤ x old
ndup =
(3)
L
where tas nc is the interval between the reception of last R-ACK (client-initiated) and the handover
command (network-initiated). It characterizes the synchronization level. x old is the average downlink goodput from the old base station during tas nc , and L is the average VR packet size. When
the device connects to the new base station, the new packets should wait until all duplicates are
delivered. The HOL blocking latency is thus
ndup · l P DC P
x old
tH O L =
= tas nc ·
(4)
x new
x new
0
t DL
= t DL + t H O L (New packets only)
(5)
i.e., it is proportional to the synchronization level (tas nc ) and the goodput from old (x old ) and new
(x new ) base station.
HOL blocking at uplink.
HOL blocking could also occur for uplink, but with negligible
latency impact. Table 5 shows that, only ⇠1ms latency on average is incurred. For mobile VR, uplink
goodput is much smaller (§4.1). Only few unacknowledged packets ndup need retransmission.
Given su�cient grants x new after handover, following (4), latency by uplink duplicates is negligible.
Validation. We have validated and quanti�ed HOL blocking in Figure 7 (explained above). We
also �nd an extra issue that further prolongs t H O L . We observe that, after handover, the downlink
throughput cannot be immediately recovered. Figure 10 shows a trace. Similar issues are observed
in all tested operators. After handover disruption (30–85 ms), the new base station �rst transmits
data at an abnormally low rate. At t=20 ms, the downlink throughput recovers to 20⇥ higher than
the slow rate. According to (4), this delays the transmission of duplicates, thus prolonging t H O L .
Design insight 2: RLC should be handover friendly. It should speed up its data delivery feedback
to the network before handover. According to (4), we shall decrease tas nc to decrease the latency.
6

SINGLE-PROTOCOL DEFICIENCY

We now elaborate on �ndings on extra latency incurred by an individual signaling protocol.
6.1

Latency-Unfriendly Control Channel

It turns out that M4 in §3 is also not true. When the VR headset samples the user pose change, the
data cannot be immediately sent out to the edge. Table 6 shows that, 81.5% of VR uplink packets
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Operator AT&T Verizon T-Mobile Sprint Overall
Percentage 81.5%
79.1%
78.4%
87.2%
81.5%
Table 6. Percentage of packets that waited for SR
Device

Data packet
Twait
TRTT
Tproc
TUL-trans

Base Station

Scheduled SR slots for UE 2

Wait for SR slot
Send SR

1 system frame 10 ms
Scheduling Req
uest (SR

Processing

Uplink Radio Grant

Send data

Data Transmission

)

···

···

offset 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
UE1, periodicity = 10 ms, offset = 0

UE3, periodicity = 20 ms, offset = 8

UE2, periodicity = 10 ms, offset = 5

UE4, periodicity = 20 ms, offset = 3

Fig. 12. Example of sending an uplink Fig. 13. Periodical time slots for scheduling
VR packet.
request (adopted from [10])
have to wait inside the phone, contributing to ⇠32.7% of VR latency in our experiments (Figure 11).
This happens even when the uplink has su�cient bandwidth for data delivery.
Such queueing delay is caused by LTE’s scheduling-based uplink control channel design. Figure 12
illustrates how an uplink VR packet is sent in LTE. The device �rst requests radio grants from the
base station. It sends a scheduling request (SR) via the Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH
in Figure 13). Note that SR cannot be initiated anytime. The base station pre-allocates periodic
physical-layer slots for each device to send SR, and noti�es the device during the radio connectivity
setup7 . The device holds SR until its own slot is available. The uplink data is thus delayed.
The LTE scheduling and periodic SR prefer channel utilization over latency. To save radio
bandwidth, the base station only allocates the grants based on device demands. The uplink control
channel also shares the underlying physical resource with the data channel. If signaling messages
(e.g., SR) use the physical resource, uplink data cannot be delivered. For high e�ciency, the LTE
pre-allocates periodical slots for SR, and leaves others for data.
At �rst glimpse, such utilization-latency tradeo� seems unavoidable. But for VR, both Twait and
TRT T could be masked if the client plays a more active role. The key is that, the VR’s uplink packet
arrival is periodic (§4.1). The device could predict the next uplink packet’s arrival, and proactively
request the grants. The base station cannot do it, since it has no information on when the client
sends the next uplink data. We will elaborate it in §7.1.
Latency analysis. The above analysis shows that, the total uplink latency TU L for each VR
uplink packet is
TU L = Twait + TRT T + Tpr oc + TU L

t r ans

(6)

where Twait is the elapsed time to wait for the SR slot (bounded by SR-ConfigIndex, a period
pre-con�gured by the base station. The standard regulates its value between 1–80 ms [5]), TRT T is
the round-trip time between SR and the grant noti�cation, Tpr oc is the device’s local processing
delay (upper bounded by 4 ms [5]), and TU L t r ans is the transmission delay. Ideally, the uplink
delay TU L should only involve the processing and transmission delay (Tpr oc + TU L t r ans ). However,
according to (6), extra delays are caused by waiting for SR Twait and the round trip time TRT T for
grant allocation.
Validation. We �rst quantify the extra delay Twait + TRT T perceived by uplink VR packets. We
collect 671,063 VR uplink packets from four U.S. operators under varying radio quality, and perform
the breakdown analysis of uplink latency TU L . Figure 11 shows that, the average Twait + TRT T are
6.3 ms, 7.0 ms, 9.0 ms and 6.6 ms for AT&T, T-Mobile, Sprint, Verizon, respectively. In Table 6, we
7 It

is encoded as SR-ConfigIndex in RRCConnectionReconfiguration message [8].
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10 ms 20 ms 40 ms 80 ms Sample #
44229
4737
8
AT&T
0
0
48975
(90.3%) (9.8%) (0.0%)
3
103207
2638
346
3
T-Mobile
106198
(0.0%) (97.2%) (2.5%) (0.3%) (0.0%)
227
10138
5700
3875
152
Sprint
20093
(1.1%) (50.5%) (28.4%) (19.3%) (0.7%)
18387
79
1452
Verizon
0
0
19919
(92.3%) (0.4%) (7.3%)
Table 7. SR-periodicity con�guration samples.
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Fig. 14. Handover disruption time.
show that 81.5%, 78.4%, 87.2%, 79.1% of their observed uplink packets have non-zero Twait + TRT T .
Note that the waiting delay Twait is bounded by SR-ConfigIndex, and Table 7 presents statistics
of SR-ConfigIndex. This period varies between 5ms to 80ms among base stations and operators.
The remaining 18.5% packets do not experience Twait + TRT T since grants are already available for
them.
Design insight 3: The LTE’s uplink control channel for resource allocation should be latency
friendly. The latency-utilization tradeo� could be bypassed using the VR uplink tra�c’s regular
pattern.
6.2

Long Disruptions with Hard Handover

Another latency de�ciency stems from handover, and invalidates M5 in §3. Figure 10 illustrates a
LTE handover trace. It incurs 54 ms disruption (excluding the HOL blocking latency in §5.2), during
which the VR’s delay requirement cannot be met. Figure 14 shows that, the average disruptions are
83.7 ms, 72.3 ms, 76.9 ms and 67.4 ms in AT&T, T-Mobile, Sprint and Verizon, respectively.
The disruption in handover is rooted in LTE design. As shown in Figure 8, the LTE handover
follows the “break-before-make” paradigm. The device �rst disconnects from the old base station,
and then connects to the new base station. In between, the device cannot gain network service
from either base station.
At �rst glance, the LTE design could prevent the disruption. A possible solution is soft handover,
which follows the “make before break” strategy in 3G [3] and the device maintains concurrent
accesses to both base stations, thus retaining always-available service. Unfortunately, the LTE’s
radio technology prohibits it. 4G LTE uses the Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
technology. Compared with 3G (using CDMA), it is hard (if not impossible) for OFDM to keep
simultaneous connectivities to both base stations. 4G thus decides to not support soft handover.
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Fig. 15. A case of unnecessary handover.
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Fig. 16. LTE-VR design overview.

Latency analysis. Following the standards [7], we derive the bound of the disruption time in
LTE handover as follows:
Thando

er

 Tde

ice pr oc

+ Tr andom

access

(7)

where Tde ice pr oc is the time spent by the device to prepare for connecting to the new base station,
and Tr andom access is the random access round-trip. Tde ice pr oc further has two parts:
Tde

ice pr oc

= Tsear ch + 20 ms

(8)

where Tsear ch is the scanning of the new base station. To guarantee su�cient time for local
processing, [7] allows for 20ms safeguard interval. While reasonable for most apps, we discover
that such choice is not VR-friendly: Given the VR’s latency demand (25ms), such long disruption
will incur delays.
Validation. We �rst validate and quantify the disruptions in LTE handover. Figures 10 and 14
show the existence and impact of disruption in LTE handover. We also �nd that, some handovers
are unnecessary. Figure 15 shows one trace from our uni-direction walking tests. Two handovers
occur between base stations 1 and 2. Before and after each handover, the downlink latency remains
comparable. This implies that, such handovers do not help but cause unnecessary disruptions.
These handovers are not triggered by the user movements. Instead, the sudden surge of base station
2 makes the device temporarily switch to it and incurs 2 handovers, even though base station
1 has good signal strength. In reality, our experiment shows that 17.5%, 15.0%, 31.0%, 24.6% of
the handovers for Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile and Sprint respectively, can be attributed within this
category. They could be avoided to prevent disruptions.
Design insight 4: Since LTE handover unavoidably incurs network disruptions, it is vital to steering
clear of unnecessary handovers if possible, and also being prepared to embrace it before it occurs.
7

LTE-VR: LTE BOOSTER FOR MOBILE VR

We devise LTE-VR, a client-side LTE solution to edge-based mobile VR. LTE-VR seeks to achieve
two goals: (1) to mitigate network latency for mobile VR; (2) to be readily available to VR headsets
without any infrastructure changes and be standard compliant.
Figure 16 illustrates LTE-VR’s design. To meet the above goals, it adapts the client-side signaling
protocols, without requiring network support or modi�ed standards. It leverages the insights in §4–
6, and pursues two dimensions: (1) reactively mitigate the unnecessary latency from inter-protocol
incoordination, and (2) proactively mask the unavoidable latency from single-protocol actions.
The key premise is that, only the client has the essential information for latency mitigation/masking.
LTE-VR leverages rich side-channel information, which is only available at the device. Such sidechannel information includes: (i) standardized di�erential processing [10] of 1-bit M-ACK/M-NACK;
(ii) handover measurement reports; and (iii) sensory data. Note that all three types of information
can only be available at the phone. Moreover, it uses cross-layer design to ensure fast error recovery
and minimize duplicates in handover. LTE-VR retains signaling and resource overhead similar to
LTE, thus ensuring the same 4G scalability to VR users.
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Reactive Inter-Protocol Latency Mitigation

LTE-VR �rst mitigates the latencies due to the delayed error recovery (§5.1) and the HOL blocking
by duplicates (§5.2).
7.1.1 Static: Accelerate Error Recovery. LTE-VR �rst reduces downlink retransmission latency by
accelerating LTE’s link-layer error recovery. It speeds up the MAC detection of M-NACK!M-ACK
�ip, and devises low-cost feedback for fast retransmission by following Insight 1.
Fast M-NACK/M-ACK �ip detection. The phone-side MAC can perform fast detection, whereas
the base station cannot. Without redundant bits, the base station cannot check if a 1-bit feedback is
�ipped (§5.1). Adding redundant bits on the control channel is not compliant to LTE. Instead, with
local M-ACK/M-NACK states, the phone can detect the �ip accurately.
Speci�cally, LTE-VR runs timer-based �ip detection. Note that, the base station takes shorter
time to process M-NACK than M-ACK by LTE design [5]. It processes M-NACK with higher
priority than M-ACK to immediately retransmit the corrupted data. LTE-VR leverages this to detect
the �ip. It maintains and updates a phone-side MAC timer TM N AC K for the round-trip of MNACK, based on previous M-NACK-triggered retransmissions using exponential moving average:
7
1
TM N AC K
8 TM N AC K + 8 Tr et r ans . When an M-NACK is sent, the timer starts. If no response
before the timer expires, LTE-VR recognizes that the base station may receive a �ipped M-NACK as
M-ACK. Indeed, this approach may have false-positives due to inaccurate timer estimation. But the
cost is marginal: At most one retransmission would be incurred with ⇠1 ms extra latency.
Fast feedbacks for retransmission. Given the M-NACK!M-ACK �ip noti�cation, LTE-VR
requests the network to retransmit the corrupted packet immediately to accelerate the recovery.
Ideally it should be done at the phone-side MAC. Unfortunately, this does not work. Upon receiving
the �ipped 1-bit M-ACK, the network-side MAC would infer that the corrupted packet has been
correctly delivered, and drop it from the MAC bu�er. Instead, LTE-VR requests retransmissions at
RLC, where R-NACK indicates the sequence number of the corrupted packet.
7.1.2 Mobility: Mitigate HOL Blocking. LTE-VR makes RLC handover friendly using Insight 2.
By accelerating R-ACKs/R-NACKs, the phone quickly noti�es the network of VR data reception
before the handover event, thus reducing duplicates and HOL blocking. To keep the signaling
overhead low, LTE-VR selectively enables the fast feedback.
Lightweight, handover-friendly reaction. Given that HOL blocking only happens in handover, LTE-VR activates fast feedback only when handover is about to occur. This is realized by
predicting the handover event (detailed in §7.2.2) and switching to the fast-feedback mode. Note
that the handover prediction is not perfect: If a handover were predicted but does not occur, LTE-VR
retains the same latency as 4G LTE. If a handover is missed, extra R-ACK/NACKs may be triggered;
LTE-VR deactivates the fast feedbacks if handover does not happen as predicted.
Fast feedbacks for duplicates mitigation. LTE-VR replies R-ACKs/R-NACKs immediately on
receiving the link-layer packets, without waiting for polling requests or timeouts. This prevents the
old base station to tunnel the received packets to the new one. This mode is only enabled before
the handover, so its signaling overhead is thus marginal (in proportion to the duplicates).
7.2

Proactive Single-Protocol Latency Masking

LTE-VR masks the network latency incurred by each protocol for VR apps. It tackles the waiting
delay for uplink radio resource (§6.1), and the disruption during the handover (§6.2).
7.2.1 Static: Proactive Radio Resource Allocation. LTE-VR �rst adapts the LTE’s uplink resource
control to be latency friendly (Insight 3 in §6.1). To mask the latency, LTE-VR proactively requests
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ALGORITHM 1: Adaptive scheduling request (SR) activation.
Input: Current time slot, SR-ConfigIndex, estimated TRT T and Tint er al
Output: Whether an SR should be sent in this time slot
Calculate next packet arrival, based on Tint er al and last packet arrival
if Current time slot can send SR then return (Device side bu�er > 0 _ Predicted next uplink packet arrives in
TRT T );
return false otherwise

uplink radio resource before uplink VR packet arrival to the LTE stack. The VR packet can then be
sent without waiting.
The challenge is to avoid wasting the pre-allocated radio resource. As shown in §6.1, this seems
to be a fundamental con�ict between utilization and latency. Fortunately, it can be resolved by
exploiting the VR tra�c regularity (§4.1). LTE-VR predicts the VR packet arrival, and adapts the
scheduling request to minimize the potential waste.
Predicting the uplink packet arrival. LTE-VR predicts the next packet arrival by (a) estimating
the inter-packet arrival time Tint er al , or (b) using the periodicity con�guration from the VR sensor
(if available). It observes the recent uplink packet arrival time, and updates Tint er al estimation as
7
1
follows: Tint er al
8 Tint er al + 8 T , where T is the latest inter-packet arrival time. It is accurate
in mobile VR (validated in §9), because of the periodic VR tra�c and negligible background tra�c.
This approach incurs marginal overhead since (1) only variable Tint er al is maintained; (2) to
monitor the packet arrival, it reuses the LTE’s mechanism without extra overhead. If the VR pose
sensor reports its sampling rate, more accurate estimation with negligible overhead is possible.
Adaptive LTE scheduling request. Algorithm 1 illustrates how LTE-VR adapts the scheduling
request for uplink radio resource. When a time slot is ready, LTE-VR checks whether the next uplink
packet can be sent if SR was sent in this slot. If true, an SR is sent. This avoids the potential waste
from the pre-allocated resource.
On background and non-periodic tra�c. LTE-VR may also reduce latency by pre-requesting
the resource. Note that the background tra�c incurs extra overhead. With both VR and background
tra�c, Tint er al may be under-estimated, thus causing more requests and over-allocation. This
is infrequent: The background tra�c is negligible when running VR on the phone (§4.1). For
non-periodic tra�c, LTE-VR can detect such non-periodicity by tracking the variance of Tint er al .
It can thus disable the proactive allocation and prevent the resource waste.
7.2.2 Mobility: Mask Handover’s Disruption via Prediction. LTE-VR seeks to mask handover
disruption for VR (Insight 4). It devises accurate handover prediction ahead of its occurrence
(⇠100 ms ahead), thus allowing proactive adaptation before the handover.
Handover prediction. We note that, the LTE handover decision logic is interactive, stateful and
stable. Figure 8 illustrates how the base station con�gures the device with the standardized criteria
[8] of measuring the current and nearby base stations’ radio signal strength (Appendix B). The device
measures and reports to it if any criteria is satis�ed. The base station then determines whether to run
the handover based on a pre-determined algorithm. Such mechanism has been widely used [1, 2].
While di�erent base stations may have varying con�gurations for the thresholds of triggering these
criteria, the decision logic largely remains invariant. By mapping the measurements (reports to
network) to the handovers (response from network), the device can infer the base station’s decision
algorithm and predict the handovers.
LTE-VR devises a lightweight predictor (Algorithm 2) based on our experimental data and popular
base station’s internal decision logic [1, 2]. It classi�es the handover into two categories: Intrafrequency handover using the same frequency band, and inter-frequency handover using di�erent
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ALGORITHM 2: LTE handover prediction.
Input: Serving cell s. Measurement report sequence (m 1 , m 2 , ..., mk ) where mi is the signal strength of cell i.
Output: Boolean indicator of handover.
if s.freq=m 1 .freq and m 1 .event=A3, where s.freq is the frequency band of s and event is de�ned in Table 14 then
return true;
else if s.freq,m 1 .freq and s.event=A2 and m 1 .event=A5 then return true;
return false otherwise;

frequencies. In reality, they are triggered by di�erent criteria. The intra-frequency handover is
triggered when a nearby base station’s signal strength is better than the current one (event A3
de�ned in Appendix B). Otherwise, Inter-frequency handover is triggered when the current base
station’s signal strength is weak (event A2 in Appendix B), and a nearby base station’s signal strength
is satisfactory (event A5 in Appendix B). LTE-VR monitors these events to predict the handover,
which o�ers high accuracy in reality (§9.2). This result is insensitive to threshold con�gurations
across base stations. Our algorithm, as well as the inferred decision logic, is based on measurement
events.
Prediction-enabled latency masking. The handover prediction helps mask latency at both
network and app levels. It mitigates the unnecessary handovers at the network level. It further
noti�es the VR app for early adaption (e.g. pre-rendering [19, 43] and FPS adaption). This noti�cation
can be sent via OS APIs or the diagnostic mode (e.g., with MobileInsight [48]).
Prediction accuracy analysis. The high accuracy of our prediction is rooted in its (1) approximation to base station’s handover decisions; and (2) robustness to noisy wireless channels. We next
analyze each, and discuss how false positives/negatives are tackled.
Approximation to network-side decision. Our prediction follows the same mechanism and
triggering conditions as the algorithms in most commercial base stations [1, 2]. Note that, the base
station may indeed leverage other criteria for handover decisions (e.g., load balancing). Despite
this, our evaluation in §9.2 shows that LTE-VR achieves 90% accuracy in all tested operators.
Robustness to dynamic/noisy wireless channels. Our prediction is robust to channel dynamics and noises. Algorithm 2 is based on measurement-triggered events, rather than direct radio
measurements. To handle transient dynamics, the standards [8] have de�ned thresholds for event
triggering (in Appendix B). False measurements due to radio �uctuations/noises are thus mitigated,
resulting in a robust prediction.
Tackling false positives/negatives. If handover is mis-predicted, LTE-VR ensures that VR experiences latency no larger than 4G LTE. There are two scenarios. First, LTE-VR may predict a handover
that would not happen. Both network and app-level adaptations do not incur extra latency or
overhead. Fast feedback for retransmissions (§7.1.1) may be falsely triggered. The R-ACK/R-NACK
overhead is bounded, since LTE-VR deactivates it once handover does not happen as expected
(⇠100ms based on evaluations in §9.2). Second, LTE-VR may miss a handover. This rolls back to the
standard LTE.
8

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 17a shows our implementation as a client-side radio �rmware patch (typically with OS
upgrade8 ), and is generally applicable to various headsets/phone models. The low-level implementation may vary between OSes (Android/iOS) and chipsets (Qualcomm/MediaTek).
8 For

example, the Android factory images [28] include the �rmware radio.img (customized by phone vendors or network
operators).
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Fig. 17. LTE-VR prototype.
Reactive Latency Mitigation

Error Correction Accelerator (§7.1.1). It is prototyped in two steps. First, the fast M-ACK/MNACK �ip detector is implemented as a MAC extension. A timer TM N AC K is kept and updated
based on successful retransmissions, and used to estimate the �ip by following §7.1.1. Second,
LTE-VR realizes the fast retransmissions at RLC. With the MAC noti�cation (via an event handler),
we extend RLC’s logic to initiate R-NACK without waiting.
HOL blocking mitigator (§7.1.2). We realize it at RLC and RRC. We �rst implement the
handover predictor at RRC, and use it to notify RLC (as an event handler) when a handover
is predicted. We then extend RLC with fast retransmissions. Given the handover prediction, it
immediately replies R-ACK/R-NACK.
8.2

Proactive Latency Masking

Proactive radio resource allocation (§7.2.1). This is realized at MAC. To realize the uplink
data arrival predictor, we maintain a variable Tint er al , and update it upon new data. This needs
access to the MAC bu�er, which is readily available in LTE since it has an event handler that
monitors incoming packets. For higher accuracy, we also allow the hardware pose sensors to relay
their sampling intervals to MAC. For proactive allocation, we extend MAC logic of sending SR.
When MAC decides whether to activate an SR, it decides whether this SR should be triggered based
on Algorithm 1.
Handover predictor, mitigator and noti�cation (§7.2.2). To predict handover events, we
monitor the RRC’s measurement reports from their event handlers, and run Algorithm 2. Then
handover predictions shall be sent to the network layer and VR apps. We support noti�cation to
RRC itself (for unnecessary handover mitigation) at the network level. This is achieved by extending
the RRC event handlers of measurement reports and blocking the report delivery if an unnecessary
handover is predicted. For noti�cation to apps, we can either add Android APIs, or leverage the
diagnostic mode [48] to relay the information to apps.
9

EVALUATION

We assess LTE-VR’s overall latency reduction for VR apps (§9.1), examine its components (§9.2),
and quantify its overhead (§9.3).
Since the phone-side radio �rmware source is not open to us (but available to phone vendors
[59]), we approximate the implementation of §8 as an extension of the open-source LTE stack
OpenAirInterface [50, 52]. A software-de�ned radio (USRP B210) (Figure 17b) runs as the VR phone,
while others as the base stations.
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Fig. 18. Example of mobile VR’s LTE latency with LTE-VR and LTE Oracle.

Application

Average
Maximum
95%
% Under
Average # of frames
Reduction Reduction
Reduction
25 ms
between over 25 ms
VRidge
5.7 (26.5%) 70.0 (75.3%) 10.0 (46.1%) 82.9% ! 95.4%
5.88 ! 21.74
StreamTheater 5.4 (25.7%) 70.0 (77.8%) 10.0 (47.8%) 85.1% ! 96.1%
6.71 ! 25.64
Table 8. Overall latency reduction from legacy LTE using LTE-VR.
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Fig. 19. CDF of overall network latency.
Overall Performance

We assess how LTE-VR reduces network latency over two representative VR apps: VRidge and
StreamTheater. We collect their network tra�c in a driving test (20,000 1080p frames), and replay
them in our testbed. Radio signal strength varies within [-95dBm, -105dBm]. We evaluate the
network latency de�ned in §2, and set human’s tolerance of the overall network latency as 25ms.
We compare LTE-VR with three alternatives (detailed in Appendix C): Legacy LTE, Oracle LTE, and
LTE with bandwidth expansion. Table 8 and Figures 18–19 summarize the results.
Overall latency reduction. For both VR apps, LTE-VR reduces their overall network latencies.
As shown in Table 8, compared with legacy LTE, LTE-VR reduces overall latency by 5.7 ms (26.5%,
from 21.3 ms to 15.6 ms) on average, and 70 ms (out of 93, 75.3%) at maximum. In legacy LTE, 1
out of every 5.88 frames (or every ⇠98 ms equivalently) exceeds latency tolerance. LTE-VR lowers
this frequency by 3.7⇥ (every 21.74 frames, ⇠360 ms). Moreover, 95% of the graphical frames in
LTE-VR arrive within the user’s 25ms tolerance (83% in legacy LTE). LTE-VR (95% of frames have
satisfactory latency) approximates the oracle LTE (98% of frames have satisfactory latency), i.e., the
lowest achievable latency over LTE.
Comparison with expanding wireless bandwidth.
Figure 19 shows that, LTE-VR reduces
similar latency to LTE with 10⇥ bandwidth expansion (7.5 ms). Note that, upon the handover and
delayed recovery events, expanding wireless bandwidth would not help. In this case, LTE-VR saves
36.5 ms more than bandwidth expansion.
9.2

E�ectiveness of Key Components

We next evaluate the e�ectiveness of LTE-VR’s key components.
Error Recovery Accelerator (§7.1.1). We �rst examine how fast LTE-VR accelerates error
recovery. In this test, we inject random VR data corruptions and M-NACK!M-ACK �ips based
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Tr eor der (Original Recovery Time
Extra
Average
Recovery Time)
in LTE-VR
R-NACK Saving
60.0 ms
10.7 ms
4.3%
49.3 ms
35.0 ms
12.4 ms
8.2%
22.6 ms
Table 9. Bene�ts and overhead in error recovery accelerator.
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reduction.
on user traces (every 1.2s on average, see §5.1), and gauge the recovery latency in legacy LTE and
LTE-VR. We run tests with varying values of the RLC timer [8] (⇠5,000 �ips), and repeat 10,000
runs for each.
Table 9 shows the results. LTE-VR reduces the average time of recovery from 60ms (35ms,
depending on Tr eor der ) to 10.7ms (12.4ms), with 49.3ms (82%) and 22.6ms (65%) reductions. It
reduces maximum 52.0ms recovery delay. Moreover, LTE-VR saves more under larger Tr eor der ,
which causes longer waiting in legacy LTE following (1) but does not a�ect LTE-VR. We have
also tried various averaging methods for timer updates, but do not see major di�erences. The
exponential average (§7.1.1) also approximates the latency bound.
HOL blocking mitigator (§7.1.2). We next assess how well LTE-VR mitigates the HOL blocking
delay in handover. Since handover is not fully realized in OpenAirInterface, we take the emulation
approach: We replay all handover events (50 hours in total) from our LTE traces, and assess
the duplicates and latencies. To compute the reduction of duplicate retransmissions, we count
all PDCP packets retransmitted after handover, and assess how many can be mitigated with
LTE-VR. According to (3), this requires knowing when the old base station creates the tunnel to
forward unacknowledged packets. Unfortunately, such information is not directly accessible to
the device. Following the standards [6], we estimate its upper bound as the interval between the
last acknowledgement before handover and the time of handover. We assess the latency reduction
using this bound and its average.
Figure 20 shows the results. On average, LTE-VR saves 52.0% duplicates and thus 20.80ms HOL
latency if tunnel is established for the average case, and 88.3% duplicates and 34.8ms if the tunnel
is established in the latest possible time.
Proactive radio resource allocation (§7.2.1). We quantify its reduction of waiting delays and
its overhead for uplink VR packets. The setup is identical to §9.1, but we repeat it with di�erent
SR-ConfigIndex settings. We use more than 50,000 uplink samples. For each uplink packet, we
compare its waiting delay in LTE-VR and legacy LTE. Figure 21 shows that, LTE-VR saves 4.4 ms
(44.4%) per-packet uplink latency (9.9 ms to 5.5 ms) on average. The longer SR-ConfigIndex is
con�gured, the more latency LTE-VR saves.
Handover predictor, mitigator and noti�cation (§7.2.2). We evaluate the handover predictor.
We apply Algorithm 2 to all measurement reports from our LTE traces, and evaluate it with three
metrics: (1) Precision: The percentile of predicted handovers that have actually occurred; (2) Recall:
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Fig. 22. E�ectiveness of LTE-VR’s handover prediction.
The percentile of occurred handovers that are successfully predicted; (3) Earliness: The interval
between handover prediction and the handover occurrence.
Figure 22a shows that, among all operators, LTE-VR predicts 797 handovers in total, and achieves
at least 90.7% precision and 85.6% recall. Figure 22b shows that, on average, it predicts the handover
100.9ms ahead of its occurrence, leaving su�cient time for latency masking. We have observed two
factors that a�ect the prediction accuracy: (a) Extremely weak wireless channel: The base station
may fail to receive measurement reports. The predicted handover may thus not occur; (b) Di�erence
of event handling: Some AT&T base stations use inter-frequency handover once receiving A5 only
(no A2). They incur more handovers that are not predicted by LTE-VR.
We next showcase how handover prediction helps mask VR latency. §6.2 has shown that 15.0%–
31.0% unnecessary handovers can be mitigated among network operators, thus avoiding disruptions.
At the app level, we assess how VR apps mask the latency by pre-rendering frames. We use the
handover predictor on Google Pixel running StreamTheater, and count the video frames that can
be delivered in the prediction interval (100.9 ms above). On average, our solution allows 7 frames
to be pre-transmitted prior to handover. This can enable the phone to mask VR latency.
9.3

Low System Overhead

Signaling overhead. LTE-VR may incur extra signaling messages in two scenarios. First, accelerating the error recovery needs more R-NACK signaling feedbacks. This overhead is marginal.
Table 9 shows that, it incurs 4%-8% more feedbacks than the legacy LTE. Second, to make RLC
be mobility friendly, LTE-VR may trigger more R-ACK/R-NACK overhead. This is also marginal.
On average, it incurs 5.0% more R-ACKs/R-NACKs than legacy LTE. Even if the handover is mispredicted, its overhead is still bounded by 5.0%. Such low overhead facilitates similar scalability to
VR devices as 4G LTE.
Radio resource overhead.
LTE-VR may request more radio grants with proactive scheduling
for uplink. Our test shows that, on average, only 2.4 Kbps extra grants would be allocated and
wasted, accounting for 2.3% of the total grants (103.8 Kbps for uplink VR tra�c). For the downlink,
timer-based �ip detection may cause more retransmissions. Our test shows that, retransmission
only triggers at most 1ms (1.9% out of 49.3ms reduction) more latency and 11.9 Kbps (0.1% out of
8.7 Mbps) more VR data transmissions. This also makes LTE-VR scale to VR devices similar to LTE.
10

PROJECTING LTE-VR TO 5G NETWORK

LTE-VR further sheds lights on the upcoming 5G design. We discuss how LTE-VR complements the
5G radio technologies (§10.1) and o�ers insights for 5G signaling protocol designs (§10.2).
10.1

Complementing 5G Radio Technologies

LTE-VR complements the recent e�orts on 5G radio technologies. These e�orts aim to expand
wireless bandwidth (1000⇥ proposed in [9, 35, 49]), and shorten the radio resource slots for smaller
radio latency (0.2 ms, 4⇥ smaller as proposed in [65, 73]). LTE-VR works directly with them for
further latency reduction. Moreover, with new 5G radios, the transmission delay could be negligible
even for high-quality VR (e.g., 4K 360 video). The signaling operations may dominate the network
latency for mobile VR.
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% of VR frames exceeding
latency tolerance threshold
25 ms 15 ms
10 ms
1000⇥ bandwidth, 0.2 ms time slot 0.081
0.92
2.58
The above change + LTE-VR
0.081 0.081
0.081
Improvements
N/A 11.36⇥
31.85⇥
Table 10. Estimation of high-quality mobile VR frames missing the human latency tolerance in 5G (1000⇥ bandwidth).
Solution

We estimate how 5G radio a�ects LTE-VR’s latency reduction. Assume the signaling design as
4G LTE, we emulate the 5G radio using 1000⇥ bandwidth expansion and 0.2 ms slot. We rerun
the evaluation of §9.1 for high-quality VR (60FPS, 4K). Table 10 shows that LTE-VR reduces the
number of frames missing the human tolerance by up to 31.8⇥, even under the stringent 10ms
latency threshold (e.g., [68]). As smaller VR latency is needed, LTE-VR becomes more bene�cial
since signaling dominates the network latency.
10.2

Hints for 5G Signaling Design

LTE-VR also provides insights for 5G signaling design.
Accelerate Error Recovery (§7.1.1). With faster 5G radios, the M-ACK!M-NACK �ip may
become more frequent with larger data volume. Current 5G proposals still retain the 4G control
channel design without redundant bits. LTE-VR thus works with such proposals and o�ers a coste�ective approach to mitigating latency.
Mitigate HOL Blocking (§7.1.2). Existing 5G discussions [9, 12] retain the same RLC design,
which is unfriendly to handover. LTE-VR thus still applies and o�ers hints to re�ne the RLC design.
Proactive Radio Resource Allocation (§7.2.1). Some 5G proposals seek to replace 4G LTE’s
uplink scheduling with random access or pre-allocation [65]. Note that the uplink tra�c pattern
for VR is inherently determined by the phone sensor (§4.1), so VR in 5G will still have periodic
uplink packet. Our idea of predicting uplink VR packet arrivals still helps mitigate the latencies
due to backo� in random access and resource waste in pre-allocation.
Mask Handover’s Disruption via Prediction (§7.2.2). Some 5G proposals seek to replace
hard handovers with soft ones [9]. While handover disruptions may be avoided, new network
latency may arise. For example, out-of-order delivery may be ampli�ed by accessing to multiple cells,
thus prolonging delays at RLC. LTE-VR’s handover prediction still helps VR take early adaptations.
11

DISCUSSION

Limitations.
LTE-VR is not without its limitations. As a practical solution, it does not exploit
the network-side opportunities to reduce latency. Moreover, its e�ectiveness partially relies on the
mobile VR’s regular uplink tra�c patterns (from sensors). If this does not hold, LTE-VR still ensures
latency no larger than the current LTE. Last but not least, LTE-VR focuses on mitigating the radio
access latency. It is equally important to reduce the core network delay, which depends on edge
server placement and congestion.
Applicability to other scenarios.
LTE-VR also bene�ts other delay-sensitive apps, such as
real-time mobile gaming, interactive augmented reality, autonomous driving, mobile healthcare,
etc. These scenarios also require “anywhere, anytime” low-latency network access. LTE-VR can
be extended to such scenarios, thus reducing their network latencies over LTE and future mobile
networks. More concretely, all the above-mentioned applications will experience downlink �ips,
handovers, and HOL blocking in the mobile network. Our solutions provided in LTE-VR can
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thus mask or mitigate these latency components. In addition, some applications, such as mobile
healthcare and augmented reality, collect and report extensive periodic sensor data. Our idea of
pre-allocation of uplink resource can bene�t these applications.
12

RELATED WORK

Improving the VR experiences is an active research topic. Extensive e�orts are made to re�ne
VR along multiple dimensions. VR apps can be optimized by local rendering [19, 41, 43, 54],
video compression [24, 70] and tra�c reduction [56]. At the OS level, research has focused on
understanding and reducing the sensing and processing delays [38]. For the network, prior work
has explored to increase wireless bandwidth [39, 58], leverage WiFi [13] or Bluetooth [33], or use
the upcoming 5G [34, 35, 37, 64, 72]. Our work complements these e�orts. We focus on the signaling
operations, and study the feasibility of enabling mobile VR over 4G LTE and 5G.
Some previous works identify a few latency sources in LTE network [5, 7, 42]. Our work quanti�es
the severity of these latency components under VR tra�c, and proposes solutions to mitigate
them. Various techniques are proposed to reduce latency over LTE. They include application
adaptations [15, 46, 69], tra�c o�oading [23, 40], adaptive congestion control [67, 71], e�cient
radio resource utilization [42, 57, 61], etc. Our work is orthogonal to these proposals. We quantify
the impact of signaling operations on network latency. We also di�er from another recent work [45],
which reduces the LTE data access latency when establishing radio connectivity. We seek to reduce
data delivery latency after access is granted.
13

CONCLUSION

Mobile VR promises to o�er “anytime, anywhere” panorama view and immerse experiences in both
static and mobile settings. A major challenge to enable mobile VR is to reduce its perceived latency.
We show that, the data signaling operations contribute a large portion of network latency. Various
latencies arise from both the interplays between protocols and the single-protocol de�ciency. We
thus devise LTE-VR, a client-side solution using side-channel information and cross-layer design.
In the broader scope, research on minimizing network latency for mobile VR warrants more
e�orts. While extensive studies have been reported to improve wireless access speed, they are not
su�cient. It is equally important to optimize the signaling operations. We hope our study could
stimulate more e�orts in the research community to make mobile VR a �rst-class network citizen,
and provide valuable input into the standardization of the upcoming 5G design and other apps
such as augmented reality (AR).
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A

METHODOLOGY

This appendix provides supplementary details for our experiments. We elaborate our experimental
setup (A.1), the dataset we have collected (A.2), and the methodology of analyzing these data (A.3).
A.1

Experiment Setup

Device-side equipments and software: To collect the VR tra�c, we use two representative
mobile VR game platforms: StreamTheater [32] and VRidge [60]. We run both applications on
multiple VR headsets, including the Gear VR (empowered by Samsung S7 Edge phones), and Google
Cardboard/Daydream (both with Google Pixel and Huawei Nexus 6P). We play multiple games
using StreamTheater/VRidge, as summarized in Table 2. When playing these games, we collect
LTE’s PHY/MAC/RLC/PDCP/RRC-layer messages to analyze the network latency. This is achieved
by running MobileInsight [44] in the background together with the VR game.
To conduct experiments in large scale and collect extensive amount of the trace, we also implement an Android VR tra�c generator to emulate VR uplink tra�c on mobile phones, including
Samsung S7 Edge, Huawei Nexus 6P, Google Pixel and Samsung S4. We implement a program to
emulate the edge server behavior at the server side. We run two programs at the same time, and
collectively they act similarly to a VR application and a cloud renderer. We tune the interval, packet
size of the tra�c generator, and throughput, interval of the server program to resemble the real VR
application tra�c pattern (as shown in Table 13).
Edge server setup: For the edge server, we use a Dell XPS 8900 desktop with Nvidia GeForce GTX
745 GPU. The server is equipped with an Intel i7-6700 CPU and 16GB memory. The operating system
running on the server is Windows 10. We deploy Nvidia SHEILD [51] software. The SHIELD streams
the VR games from the computer to the mobile VR platform on the device (StreamTheater/VRidge),
which further pushes the frame into the VR headset. Our scheme emulates edge processing that is
being deployed at edge servers. For example, Nvidia partners with LTE vendors to deploy edge
streaming service in the edge servers [31].
Experimental scenarios: We run three categories of tests when playing the mobile VR: static
scenario (0m/s), slow mobility (walking, ⇠0.5m/s), and fast mobility (driving, ⇠50mph). We conduct
9-hour driving experiments in greater Los Angeles area, covering 870km distance. For driving
experiments, we collect network traces on highway (⇠60mph) and local routes (⇠25mph). Usually
each session takes 10 minutes. We conduct walking experiments on campus A with speed ⇠0.5m/s.
We do experiments in various radio signal strengths, ranging from -110dBm to -60dBm. The
relationship between VR downlink throughput and RSS is shown in Figure 23a. The relation between
network latency and RSS is shown in Figure 23b. They show that, the LTE could satisfy the VR
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time dominates the mobile VR’s network latency. The mobile VR throughput requirement cannot
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Fig. 23. Radio signal strength versus throughput/latency.
A.2

Dataset

Table 11 summarizes our dataset. Our traces are collected in both weekdays and weekend, mainly
during 7AM to 1AM. In total, we have 1094k uplink packets and 20126k downlink packets. We
have 81 experiment sessions and each session lasts 3023 seconds on average. The total size of the
trace is 33.89 GB. In total, we harvest 39.4k RRC messages, 2.2 million PDCP messages, 1.9 million
RLC messages, 3.1 million MAC messages, and 2.7 million PHY messages. Besides, we also use user
study traces under arbitrary tra�c pattern from MobileInsight’s open database [48], including 1.4
million RRC messages. Table 12 shows occurrences of handover on di�erent device models. The
handover happens without regard to the device.
A.3

Data Analysis Approaches

Network latency analysis: We extract the latency from each component as follows:
Prolonged Error Recovery (§5.1): We use MAC layer and RLC layer network logs to validate that
the �ip exists, and calculate the RLC packet retransmission delay. MAC layer packet corruption is
indicated with failed CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) check; when the downlink data is corrupted,
we observe a failure in the CRC value in MAC downlink log. The device will then send an M-NACK
in uplink, which could be observed in the uplink PHY PUCCH (Physical Uplink Control Channel)
log. LTE base station uses multiple HARQ (Hybrid ARQ) processes to transmit data, each associated
with a HARQ ID. Recovered MAC packets can be mapped with failed ones by checking the HARQ
ID, since the base station HARQ process will hold for failed MAC packet transmission. Furthermore,
the new data indicator (NDI) �eld stays the same, informing the device that this is a retransmission.
We now describe how we detect an M-NACK �ip. After a MAC corruption, if the next packet
comes with the same HARQ ID but a di�erent NDI, we know the MAC retransmission is not
triggered and the M-NACK is �ipped. We can now analyze the RLC uplink log, where we �rst
observe an R-NACK asking for the retransmission, and then the lost data is retransmitted in RLC
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Condition
Static

Walking

Driving

Device
Uplink packets #
Galaxy Edge 7
37k
Google Pixel
36k
Huawei Nexus 6P
55k
Sumsung S4
25k
Galaxy Edge 7
175k
Google Pixel
67k
Huawei Nexus 6P
13k
Sumsung S4
51k
Galaxy Edge 7
151k
Google Pixel
764k
Huawei Nexus 6P
679k
Sumsung S4
41k
Table 11. Dataset size

Downlink packets #
563k
494k
822k
803k
2608k
703k
160k
938k
2215k
3106k
7647k
68k

Galaxy Edge 7 Google Pixel Huawei Nexus 6P Samsung S4
155
211
565
13
Table 12. Handovers on di�erent device models
Metrics
VR
Tra�c Simulator
Downlink Throughput (Mbps) 8.9 ± 9.9
8.9 ± 7.2
Uplink Interval
17.4 ± 6.2
20.8 ± 1.0
Downlink Interval
15.0 ± 5.9
20.5 ± 0.5
Table 13. The closeness of emulator tra�c to real VR tra�c.
downlink. Using the timestamp of the RLC retransmission data and the original MAC downlink
data, we calculate the prolonged error recovery latency.
Head-of-Line Blocking by Duplicates (§5.2): The duplicate packets will be detected locally in
the device chipset, as they appear the same PDCP sequence numbers with those that have been
received before. By analyzing the PDCP layer data, we could calculate how many packets after the
handover are duplicated, and how much latency they incur.
After the device experiences a handover, which we could learn from RRC layer log (RRC recon�guration message with mobilityControl command), we observe the downlink PDCP data log.
Each duplicate packet is marked as invalid by the device and then discarded. For these packets, we
check the sequence number, and con�rm in the previous PDCP log that they have indeed been
received prior to the handover event, and thus are correctly detected. After the duplicate packets
have been transmitted, we see in PDCP downlink log that new packets with valid new sequence
number coming in. By combining the time of the �rst duplicate packet and the �rst new packet, we
calculate the head-of-line blocking time.
Latency-Unfriendly Uplink Control Channel (§6.1): We use physical layer network logs to get
uplink delay breakdowns. With physical control channel PUCCH logs, we can get the knowledge
of when the scheduling request is sent. By observing the MAC bu�er change, we know when
an uplink packet comes to the protocol stack and waits for the uplink grant. By mapping the SR
outgoing time with bu�er status, we calculate waiting delay Twait as the lap between packet arrival
time and SR sending time. The SR RTT TRT T is calculated based on time when the SR is sent and
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Fig. 24. Examples of VR tra�c pattern (Airborne 1944 VR game in VRidge); Packets arrive at intervals 14.5 ± 0.4ms.
when the grant arrive, which can be learned from the downlink control channel PDCCH (Physical
Downlink Control Channel) logs.
Processing delay Tpr oc is the interval of grant arrival and sending the �rst bit of the packet, which
is available in the uplink MAC log. The uplink transmission delay TU L t r ans is the lap between
when the �rst bit of the packet is sent and when the last bit of the packet is sent. Both information
can be learnt in uplink MAC bu�er messages.
Long Disruptions with Hard Handover (§6.2): In the LTE connected state, the base station will
order the device when it should perform a handover. This information is available in the RRC
layer log. After the handover, we could observe the device initiates a random access request to
the new base station in the uplink PRACH (Physical Random-Access Channel). The base station
responds to the device through PRACH, which means handover is done. After that, both uplink
and downlink transmission are resumed. We observe the MAC uplink data and downlink data
to get the timestamps of the �rst data after the handover. Using these information we are able to
calculate the disruption time in both uplink and downlink.
Allocated bandwidth calculation: The uplink available grant is available in the downlink
control channel in the collected trace. In order for the uplink data to send out, the base station will
explicitly tell the device when and how much it can send the data. Therefore, we are able to gather
this information at the device side in the uplink MAC layer log. By analyzing this information, we
could calculate the allocated uplink throughput.
For downlink throughput, this information is readily to be calculated in the downlink data
channel. We could analyze the related logs in the downlink PDCCH channel, where we can know
the allocated bandwidth granted by the base station. We use this information to get the downlink
real time bandwidth.
VR application uplink tra�c pattern: Figure 24 plots a representative of VR uplink tra�c
pattern. We collect this trace when running Airborne 1944 VR game in VRidge. We observe similar
pattern in other VR application uplink tra�c. As we discuss in §4.1, VR application uplink packets
are periodic and small. The uplink tra�c carries motion data of similar size. The data is generated
by the device built-in sensor, which samples the user motion periodically.
B

LTE HANDOVER PREMIER

Overview. The old base station determines whether to perform the handover based on deviceperceived radio qualities. Since the radio connectivity is established, the old base station sends the
instructions to do measurement in command Measurement_Configuration. This con�guration
speci�es two elements to the device (1) Measurement object: which cells to measure9 ; and (2)
Triggering events: under which conditions a measurement report should be triggered (summarized
in Table 14). Both elements are standardized in [8]. Whenever a candidate cell in the measurement
9 Each

base station can manage more than one cells, each covering a geographical area. We use “cells” and “base stations”
interchangeably, for a slight abuse of notations.
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Meas. Re- Explanation
Criteria
port Event
A1
Signal strength of the serving base station is getting better
Sser in > h A1
A2
Signal strength of intra-frequency base station is getting Sint r a < h A2
worse
A3
Intra-frequency base station’s signal strength is o�set better Sint r a
>
than the serving base station
Sser in + h A3
A4
Intra-frequency base station’s signal strength is getting better Sint r a > h A4
1
A5
Inter-frequency base station’s signal strength is good,
Sser in < h A5
2
while the serving base station’s signal strength is bad
Sint er > h A5
Table 14. 4G LTE’s standardized criteria for device-side measurement report (standardized in [8]).
object meets the triggering condition, the device sends a Measurement_Report. Upon receiving
these measurement reports, the base station will run its local decision algorithm to determine
whether to perform the handover, and which cell the device should move to. If the handover
should be performed, the old base station should �rst coordinate with the new base station. To
retain the seamless service, it �rst creates a data tunnel to the new base station. Then it issues the
Handover_Command to the device. Meanwhile, it tunnels the downlink data to the new base station,
until the new base station receives the handover_complete command from the device. In this way,
no data will be lost in handover.
Classi�cations of measurement report event. The standard de�nes di�erent criteria to trigger the measurement report, as summarized in Table 14. Based on the 4G LTE cells to be measured,
these criteria can be classi�ed into three categories:
Serving base station measurement. This refers to the measurements of the current serving base
station. Event A1 will be triggered if the serving base station’s radio signal strength is better
than the threshold h A1 . It indicates the serving base station is good enough to provide radio
communication. Instead, if the signal strength goes down below h A2 , Event A2 will be triggered.
From the handover decision perspective, A2 is an alert of seeking new base station because the
current channel condition is bad.
Intra-frequency base station measurement. Intra-frequency cells refer to neighbor cells on the same
frequency band as the serving cell. Since operated on same frequency band, the signal strength
of the serving cell and neighboring cells are directly comparable. Event A3 and A4 belong to this
category. They indicate whether a neighbor cell on the same frequency o�ers better radio quality
than the serving cell. The base station de�nes the threshold h A3 , saying the report will be triggered
if any intra-frequency neighbor’s signal strength is h A3 o�set better than the serving base station.
This event is designed to look for potential handover target which can provide better service. Event
A4 is to monitor if any intra-frequency neighbor’s signal strength is better than threshold h A4 .
Inter-frequency base station measurement. Inter-frequency cells refer to neighbor cells on di�erent
frequency band as the serving cell. Di�erent from intra-frequency cells, inter-frequency cells’
signal strengths are not directly comparable to the serving cell’s since they are heterogeneous.
Instead, the standard de�nes the indirect comparison using two thresholds. Event A5 is of this type.
Signal strength of cells on di�erent frequency bands are probably on di�erent scales, so cannot be
compared directly. To indicate that a inter-frequency cell has better channel condition, Event A5
1 for serving cell and another threshold h 2 for inter-frequency cell. Report
has one threshold h A5
A5
will be triggered only if two conditions are satis�ed simultaneously. Event A5 is designed to seek
inter-frequency base station with better channel conditions, therefore improving LTE performance.
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Tolerating transient radio dynamics in measurement. The dynamics of signal strength can
cause noisy measurement reports for the handover decision. To mitigate it, 4G LTE takes two
approaches. First, it de�nes hysteresis in measurement report event (i.e. h A1
h A5 ) to tolerate the
transient dynamics. Second, a measurement window is de�ned in LTE (called time to trigger or
TTT ). LTE requires the signal strength should remain below or above the threshold for the time
period of TTT . It e�ectively mitigates the report due to transient dynamics.
C ALTERNATIVES COMPARED WITH LTE-VR
In §9.1, we compare LTE-VR with three alternatives in evaluation: (1) Legacy LTE: This is the real
operational 4G LTE, which serves as the baseline; (2) Oracle LTE: This is de�ned as LTE with
global knowledge. The base station knows immediately when the device generates an uplink packet,
when the M-ACK/NACK is �ipped, and which packets have been received by the device before the
handover. In our prototype, the base station accesses these information by reading the replayed
logs. While not realizable in reality, it serves as the lower bound of the achievable latency in LTE;
and (3) LTE with bandwidth expansion: It retains the same protocol design as LTE, but expands
the wireless bandwidth. It is the well-known solution to reduce the latency.
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